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            Abstract
Childhood brain tumors have suspected prenatal origins. To identify vulnerable developmental states, we generated a single-cell transcriptome atlas of >65,000 cells from embryonal pons and forebrain, two major tumor locations. We derived signatures for 191 distinct cell populations and defined the regional cellular diversity and differentiation dynamics. Projection of bulk tumor transcriptomes onto this dataset shows that WNT medulloblastomas match the rhombic lip-derived mossy fiber neuronal lineage and embryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes fully recapitulate a neuronal lineage, while group 2a/b atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors may originate outside the neuroectoderm. Importantly, single-cell tumor profiles reveal highly defined cell hierarchies that mirror transcriptional programs of the corresponding normal lineages. Our findings identify impaired differentiation of specific neural progenitors as a common mechanism underlying these pediatric cancers and provide a rational framework for future modeling and therapeutic interventions.
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                    Fig. 1: Single-cell profiling of the developing mouse pons and forebrain.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Patterning and differentiation dynamics during pontine neurogenesis and gliogenesis.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Projection onto developmental lineages stratifies bulk patient samples.[image: ]


Fig. 4: WNT medulloblastomas mirror the lower rhombic lip-derived mossy fiber neurons.[image: ]


Fig. 5: CNA analysis on scRNA-seq tumor samples.[image: ]


Fig. 6: ETMRs fully recapitulate a neuronal lineage.[image: ]


Fig. 7: Group 2a/b ATRTs do not match neuroectodermal cell types.[image: ]


Fig. 8: Differentiation potential is impaired in H3K27M cells.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Bulk and single-cell RNA-sequencing data for normal human and patient tumor samples have been deposited in the European Genome-phenome Archive under accession number EGAS00001003368. Single-cell RNA-sequencing data for normal mouse samples have been deposited in NCBI GEO under accession number GSE133531. Bulk RNA-sequencing data for human tumor-derived cell lines have been previously deposited in NCBI GEO and are available under accession number GSE117446.

            

Code availability

              
              Our R package for analysis and visualization of single-cell RNA-seq data, cytobox, which was used to generate the figures presented here, is available on GitHub at https://github.com/fungenomics/cytobox under a GPL v.3.0 license.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Overview of the single-cell transcriptomic atlas of the developing brain.
a, Overview of the approach. PCW, post-conception weeks. WNT MB, WNT-subtype medulloblastoma; ETMR, embryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes; ATRT, atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors; pHGG, pediatric high-grade gliomas; HGNET, high-grade neuroepithelial tumor; LGG, low-grade gliomas. b, Schematics of mouse brain regions included in dissections; figures adapted from the Allen Brain Atlas. At E12.5 and E15.5, the hindbrain (E12.5) and pons (E15.5) dissections included all of the rhombomere 1 structures with the exception of the cerebellar hemisphere, and all of the structures in rhombomeres 2-11. The forebrain dissections included parts of the dorsal pallium, central subpallium, subpallium, and septopallidal transition area. At P0, P3, and P6, the pons dissections included all of the rhombomere 1 structures with the exception of the prepontine hindbrain, and all of rhombomeres 2-11 with the exception of the roof plate structures in rhombomeres 1 to 6. The forebrain dissections included parts of the alar and roof plates of the telencephalon (including the dorsal pallium and medial pallium), and parts of the thalamus in prosomere 2, the prethalamus in prosomere 3, the preoptic alar plate, and the alar parts of the peduncular and terminal hypothalamus (original figures: © 2008 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas. Available from: developingmouse.brain-map.org). c, t-SNE embeddings of individual mouse hindbrain/pons samples, colored by cluster. Number of cells in each sample is indicated in parentheses at bottom left; see Supplementary Table 2a for description of clusters. d, t-SNE embeddings for mouse forebrain samples, as in (c). e, Labeled t-SNE embedding of the joint mouse forebrain (n = 33,641 cells; Supplementary Table 2b). f, Proportion of cells from each major cell class in the forebrain over the timecourse. g-h, Overview of single-cell human fetal brainstem dataset. g, Labeled t-SNE plots for each sample. Number of cells in each sample is indicated in parentheses at bottom left; see Supplementary Table 2a for description of clusters. h, Proportion of cells from each major cell class in human samples.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Quality control and cell type labeling strategies in scRNA-seq atlas of the developing brain.
a, Distribution of quality control statistics for the E12.5 mouse forebrain. UMIs, unique molecular identifiers. Number of cells in each cluster is indicated in parentheses; clusters with > 100 cells are shown. Violins are colored by cluster identity, and generated as in Fig. 7. b, Illustration of quantification of cell-type specific gene sets (Supplementary Table 1a) to assign broad cell class. E12.5 mouse forebrain is shown. Number of cells in each cluster is indicated in parentheses. c-d, Gene expression distribution for selected cell type-specific canonical markers (Supplementary Table 1b) in clusters of the joint mouse pons (c) and forebrain (d). Number of cells in each cluster is indicated in Supplementary Table 2b, c. Violins are colored by cluster identity and generated as in Fig. 7, with all violins scaled to the same width. e, Heat maps of Spearman correlations of gene expression between clusters in the mouse dataset in this study (columns), and representative populations from a published atlas of the mouse central nervous system by Zeisel et al, 2018, Cell33 (rows). For populations within the Zeisel et al dataset, a representative cluster was selected from each developmental compartment (see Supplementary Note for details). Color annotation on columns corresponds to cluster identity. Number of cells in each cluster is indicated in Supplementary Table 2a.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Patterning and differentiation dynamics during forebrain development.
a, Re-embedding of mouse forebrain progenitor populations from embryonic time points (n = 7,673 cells). Cells are colored by cluster assignment in the re-embedded t-SNE space. b, t-SNE embedding colored by expression of top discriminant gene markers for each cluster, identified using a random forest-based approach (Supplementary Note). c, In situ hybridization of selected discriminant marker genes, from the Allen Brain Atlas (© 2008 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas. Available from: developingmouse.brain-map.org) d, Visualization of forebrain cells from E12-P0 by t-SNE (n = 25,668 cells). Top row, cell clusters are highlighted by age (left panels), or inferred pseudotime for the cortical excitatory neuron trajectory (right). Bottom row: expression of representative gene markers. Expression of each gene was normalized to a [0, 1] scale for visualization. e, Transcription factor activity along the inferred cortical excitatory neuron trajectory (Supplementary Table 3). f-g, Differentiation dynamics in the ventral forebrain inhibitory lineage as in (d-e). h, Cells in the joint forebrain atlas, as in Extended Data Fig. 1e, colored by inferred pseudotime of astro-ependymal and oligodendrocyte (n = 1,354 cells) lineages (n = 4,496 cells). i, Expression of gene markers representative of astro-ependymal (top) and oligodendrocyte (bottom) differentiation, shown in cells from the respective lineages.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Mapping of bulk transcriptomes onto developmental populations.
Best matching signatures using ssGSEA for all samples within each tumor type. For ATRT tumors, populations from a recently published timecourse of the developing mouse cerebellum38 spanning E10-P14 were also included in the projections; cerebellar signatures are denoted by ‘CB’. HGNET-BCOR, high-grade neuroepithelial tumor with BCOR alteration; EBT, embryonal brain tumor; HGG-IDH, IDH-mutant high-grade gliomas; HGG-WT, High-grade gliomas wild-type for histone and IDH1/2 mutations; HF, signature from published scRNA-seq human fetal brain dataset24 containing human cerebral cortex specimens spanning 5-37 PCW. Bars are colored by cluster from which signatures were derived.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Identification of pontine mossy fiber neurons and lower rhombic lip precursors, and analysis of WNT medulloblastoma scRNA-seq.
a, Mossy fiber neuron cluster (n = 198 cells) highlighted in the t-SNE embedding of the P0 mouse pons. b, Left: expression of Olig3, a molecular marker of the lower rhombic lip (LRL), the progenitor domain that gives rise to pre-cerebellar neuron populations including mossy fiber (MF) and climbing fiber (CF) neurons12,71,72. Right: expression of Atoh1, which identifies the MF lineage in the LRL72,73, and is required for their development74. c, Violin plots quantifying expression of genes used to determine cluster identity in the MF neuron population (n = 198 cells). Left: Pax6, Zic1 and Olig3, markers of LRL progenitors that give rise to MF neurons, identified by lineage tracing and loss of function experiments12,72,73,75. Pax6 regulates cell fate allocation in the LRL73, and Zic1 regulates MF neuron positioning and projections in the developing pons75. Middle: Atoh1, a marker of MF lineage in the LRL72,73,74. Pcsk9, a marker of the pontine nucleus, a prominent structure formed exclusively by MF neurons76. Barhl1 is required for the formation of MF nuclei, and is expressed in RL-derivatives except for the inferior olivary nucleus (ION, the structure formed by CF neurons, and the source of climbing fibers to the cerebellum)77. Right: Genes marking the climbing fiber neuron lineage72, which also originates from LRL precursors, are absent in the MF population, resolving the cluster identity (Ptf1a, Neurog1/Ngn1 and Ascl1/Mash1). Foxd3 is a marker of the mature ION78. Brn3a, which marks the ION throughout its maturation78, is undetected. Violin plots are generated as in Fig. 7. d-e, PCA of re-clustered pontine progenitors as in Fig. 2a, with cluster containing LRL precursors highlighted (d) (n = 393 cells), or cells colored by expression of selected gene markers for LRL precursors (e). Expression of each gene was normalized to a [0, 1] scale for visualization. f, In situ hybridization of selected markers in the E13.5 mouse from the Allen Brain Atlas illustrating expression patterns in the LRL. g, Expression of ZIC1, CTNNB1 and OTX2, mossy fiber neuron marker genes (BARHL1, PCSK9), and climbing fiber neuron marker genes (BRN3A, ASCL1) in the t-SNE embedding of the WNT-MB-1 patient tumor sample (n = 3,975 cells). Expression of each gene was normalized to a [0, 1] scale for visualization. Similar expression patterns were observed in the other two patient samples. h, Inferred pseudotime reconstruction from the malignant cells, represented in the t-SNE embedding of the WNT-MB-1 patient tumor sample. i-j, Characterization of two patient WNT medulloblastoma scRNA-seq samples as in Fig. 4. Top left: t-SNE and clustering, with non-malignant clusters labeled, and number of cells indicated in parentheses. Top right: expression of marker genes of malignant tumor clusters. Bottom: cells in malignant tumor clusters colored by pseudotime inferred through trajectory analysis.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Profiling of TTYH1 expression and characterization of patient ETMR scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq samples.
a, Heat maps of TTYH1 expression across developing mouse and human brain samples in this study. Expression was normalized to a [0, 1] scale within each sample for visualization. Number of cells in each cluster is indicated in Supplementary Table 2a. b, Expression of TTYH1 in the developing human brain in datasets from three published scRNA-seq studies which profiled 11 human cerebral cortex specimens spanning 5-37 PCW24 (left, n = 4,261 cells); progenitor and neuron cell populations from 12 and 13 PCW human neocortex specimens44 (top right, n = 226 cells); and human pluripotent stem-cell derived forebrain organoids45 (bottom right, n = 11,838 cells). RG, radial glia; oRG, outer radial glia; vRG, ventricular radial glia; IPC, intermediate progenitor cells; IN, inhibitory neuron; EN, excitatory neuron. Boxplots: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range; points, outliers. c, Deconvolution (CIBERSORT) analysis of bulk ETMR samples (n = 14), using a panel of signatures from the cortical neuronal lineage. d-f, t-SNE embedding of ETMR1 tumor sample (n = 5,427 cells), with cells colored by inferred pseudotime trajectory (d), by best matching cell type when tumor cells were projected onto the developmental atlas using ssGSEA (e), or by expression of selected marker and diagnostic genes (f). Expression of each gene was normalized to a [0, 1] scale for visualization. g-h, Characterization of two additional patient ETMR samples profiled using single-nuclei RNA-sequencing as in Fig. 6. Top left: t-SNE embedding with cells colored by clustering, and number of cells indicated in parentheses. Bottom left: inferred pseudotime. Right: bubble plots of neuronal lineage markers in tumor clusters.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Characterization and mapping of ATRT patient samples.
a, Deconvolution analysis (CIBERSORT) of bulk ATRT patient samples (n = 11), using mouse developmental populations. b, Top 25 leading edge genes driving ssGSEA enrichment of F-e15 Dorsal RGC signature in bulk ATRT samples (n = 11), and other tumor types of focus (ETMR: n = 14, WNT-MB: n = 10, HGG: n = 12). Genes which are specific to the leading edge of ATRT are indicated with boxes; all other genes appear in the leading edge for this signature in other tumors. Boxplots: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range. c, Best matching developmental populations for bulk tumors by ssGSEA, when the true lineage of origin (glial populations for HGG, and neuronal populations for WNT MB and ETMR) is removed, indicating that most tumors map non-specifically to RGCs in the absence of the lineage of origin. d-e, scRNA-seq profiling of two additional patient ATRT samples as in Fig. 7. Left: t-SNE visualization and clustering, with non-malignant clusters labeled, and number of cells indicated in parentheses. Right panels: mean expression of inferred ATRT subtype, microglia, and cytotoxic T-cell gene signatures, and expression of VIM, represented in t-SNE embedding (top) and violin plots generated as in Fig. 7 (bottom). Expression of each gene set was normalized to a [0, 1] scale for visualization in t-SNE embeddings. f-g, snRNA-seq profiling of two additional patient ATRT samples as in (d-e).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Differentiation potential is impaired in H3K27M cells.
a-b, Characterization of the 19 PCW human brainstem astrocytes (n = 258 cells), a predominant best match to H3K27M HGG. a, By PCA, the first principal component separates the two populations. b, Heat map of expression of genes most strongly positively and negatively correlated with PC1. c, Western blot of K27M-mutant H3 protein and total H3 protein confirms presence of mutation and knock-out in each replicate of K27M and KO lines respectively. d-g, Analysis of bulk RNA-seq data for DIPG cell lines (n = 2 independent experiments per condition, biological replicates). d, PCA plot. SCM, stem cell media; DM, differentiation media. e, Volcano plots of differential expression analysis between cells in DM vs. SCM for K27M lines (top) and KO lines (bottom). Red color highlights differentially expressed genes present in the human brainstem astrocyte 2 gene signature (left), and any brainstem or pontine astrocyte gene signature (right). P-values (two-sided Wald test) were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction. f, Boxplots of log2 fold change of expression for genes in selected developmental signatures, between cells in DM vs. SCM for K27M lines (red) and KO (blue). Statistical significance was assessed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (p-values: Hindbrain astrocyte: 1.46x10-13; Human astrocyte: 6.85x10-5; OPC/Oligodendrocyte: 0.14; Excit. Neuron: 0.12; ns: not significant). Boxplots: center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range. g, Volcano plot of differential expression analysis between K27M and K27M-KO cell lines in DM; differential expression analysis was performed as described above. h, Representative morphology of GFAP + cells among cell lines at 60X magnification. Experiment was repeated, and images are shown, for n = 2 biologically independent replicates per condition. i, Bubbleplot of projection of K27M-KO cell lines onto developmental atlas using ssGSEA, shown for the neuroectodermal cell types. The color of the bubbles indicates the change in ssGSEA score for each signature between cell lines in SCM and DM, while the size of the bubbles indicates the ssGSEA score in DM. Cell types are stratified into two rows based on direction of change of the score upon differentiation. No bubbles are shown for clusters with non-specific gene signatures.
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